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Introduction 

This packet is intended for use in educating individuals and groups about two key 
concepts about suicide. 

The information in the packet is intended to support suicide prevention efforts in support 
of World Suicide Prevention Day, September 10, 2016, as well as work over the next 
two months. 

All of the graphics in this packet are also available on Facebook at Be The Voice for 
Suicide Prevention – WA. We ask that you “Like” our Facebook page and re-post the 
graphics to your own Facebook page to send them to your friends. Ask them to pass the 
messages on. And, we ask that you send a message on Be The Voice for Suicide 
Prevention – WA about what you are doing regarding suicide prevention. 

There are some key truths about suicide.   

 First, suicide is almost always preventable.  

In almost all cases if a person’s suicidal intentions are identified – and the person 
receives effective help and support – a suicide attempt can be avoided. Suicide 
is the 10th leading cause of death in the United States each year. According to 
the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention, there were more than 42,000 
suicide deaths in the United States in 2015. 

 Second, asking someone about suicide will not cause a suicide to 
occur.  

Talking about suicide may in fact reduce, rather than increase suicidal ideation, 
and may lead to improvements in mental health in treatment-seeking populations 
(Dazzi 2014). There is a commonly held misperception that asking about 
suicidality can increase suicidal tendencies. Once it is determined that a person 
is at risk of suicide it is important to get them to effective help resources. 

 Suicide is a public health problem that is increasing in intensity each 
year.  

In 2010, the suicide rate in the United States was 12.08 people per 100,000 
population (about 37,000 suicide deaths). In 2014, that rate had climbed to 12.93 
per 100,000 population (about 42,000 suicide deaths). 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/Be-The-Voice-For-Suicide-Prevention-WA-1389120571102205/
https://www.facebook.com/Be-The-Voice-For-Suicide-Prevention-WA-1389120571102205/
https://www.facebook.com/Be-The-Voice-For-Suicide-Prevention-WA-1389120571102205/
https://www.facebook.com/Be-The-Voice-For-Suicide-Prevention-WA-1389120571102205/
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 Suicide rates continue to increase while homicide rates decrease. 

 

Source: Suicide Prevention Resource Center, http://www.sprc.org/scope/united-states 

 Firearms are consistently the leading cause of death by suicide. 

More than half of all suicides in the United States could be prevented 

if firearms were secured and stored properly. This means guns in gun 

cabinets or gun safes, using trigger locks and other safety measures. 

 

Source: Suicide Prevention Resource Center, http://www.sprc.org/means-suicide 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sprc.org/scope/united-states
http://www.sprc.org/means-suicide
http://www.sprc.org/scope/united-states
http://www.sprc.org/means-suicide
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 Suicide is the second leading cause of death for individuals younger 

than 35. 

 

Source: Suicide Prevention Resource Center, http://www.sprc.org/scope/age 

 

  

http://www.sprc.org/scope/age
http://www.sprc.org/scope/age
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What is World Suicide Prevention Day? 
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 DRAFT Governor’s Proclamation (NOTE: This 

proclamation has been submitted to Governor Jay Inslee for signature 
but had not yet been signed as of September 1, 206) 

Governor’s Proclamation for Suicide Prevention Week of September 

5-11, 2016 

WHEREAS, in the United States, one person dies by suicide every 12.3 minutes, with 42,773 

deaths by suicide in our country during 2014; 

WHEREAS, each person’s death by suicide intimately affects at least six other people, with over 

200,000 newly bereaved each year; 

WHEREAS, in 2015, 1,170 Washingtonians died by suicide, and several thousand friends and 

family members were changed forever; 

WHEREAS, in Washington, suicide is the second leading cause of death for 10 to 24 year olds; 

WHEREAS, the 2014 Washington Healthy Youth Survey shows that as many as one out of ten 

high school sophomores attempted suicide and that one out of five contemplated suicide; 

WHEREAS most of the suicides could have been prevented if the individuals had been able to 

access effective behavioral health services; 

WHEREAS, the Governor’s Action Alliance is comprised of representatives of state agencies, 

behavioral health organizations, military/veterans organizations, educational institutions, and the 

community at large who are dedicated to reducing the frequency of suicide attempts and 

deaths, and the emotional pain for those affected by suicide deaths, through the implementation 

of the Washington State Suicide Prevention Plan, research projects, educational programs, 

prevention and intervention services and bereavement services;  

WHEREAS, this Action Alliance urges all Washingtonians to: 

1. Recognize suicide as a significant public health problem in Washington, and that 

everyone can help reduce suicide; 

2. Support accessible prevention, intervention and behavioral health services for all 39 

counties of the state to implement national best practices in reducing suicide risk for 

people of all ages and backgrounds; 

3. Acknowledge that no single suicide prevention effort will be sufficient or appropriate for 

all populations or communities; and 

4. Encourage initiatives based on the goals and activities contained in the Washington 

State Suicide Prevention Plan. 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that, I, Jay Inslee, Governor of Washington, do hereby 

designate September 5th through the 11th, 2016 as ‘Suicide Prevention Week’ in the state of 

Washington and urge Washingtonians to learn how they can help because recognizing the 

warning signs and talking with people experiencing them saves lives. 
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Media Materials 
 

Media Release 

For Immediate Release 
September 10, 2016 
 
Contact: Joanna Paul 
Email: joanna@wagunresponsibility.org 
Phone: (425) 524-6032 

State agencies and organizations join forces to highlight suicide prevention for 
2016 World Suicide Prevention Day. 

Suicide is an often-preventable public health problem that resulted in 1,111 deaths in 
Washington State in 2014 that affected nearly 150,000 people. 

Seattle, WA – A coalition of 22 Washington-based public health, safety, and suicide-
prevention organizations will highlight suicide prevention in Washington State on World 
Suicide Prevention Day September 10. The worldwide event is sponsored by the 
International Association for Suicide Prevention (IASP) to draw attention to the more 
than 800,000 suicides annually worldwide. This year’s event theme is “Be the Voice for 
Suicide Prevention.”  

World Suicide Prevention Day is an opportunity for all sectors of the community - the 
public, charitable organizations, communities, researchers, clinicians, practitioners, 
politicians and policy makers, volunteers, those bereaved by suicide, other interested 
groups and individuals - to join with the IASP to focus public attention on the burden and 
costs of suicidal behaviors with diverse activities to promote understanding about 
suicide and highlight effective prevention activities. 

“We can stop these tragic deaths, but it’ll take coordination and cooperation,” said 

Washington’s Secretary of Health John Wiesman. “We know there are ways we can 

make a difference and the Washington State Suicide Prevention Plan maps out 

strategies to save lives in our state.” 

“Suicide is a preventable public health problem, not a personal weakness or family 

failure,” asserts the first core principle of the Washington State Suicide Prevention Plan 

created in response to 2014 legislation. “Everyone in Washington has a role in suicide 

prevention. Suicide prevention is not the responsibility of the health system alone,” 

according to the plan. 

Washington has already made headway in battling suicide with a network of coalitions, 
student-led clubs, support groups, behavioral health treatment, culturally tailored 
initiatives, trainers, and community leaders. The state has groundbreaking suicide 
prevention training requirements for health professionals.  

https://mobile.wa.gov/owa/redir.aspx?SURL=6hnvt3K7VZXelcLw9uxCO1tjYvNqOaMQRm0v2rEDDA5BRpZgG9PTCG0AYQBpAGwAdABvADoAagBvAGEAbgBuAGEAQAB3AGEAZwB1AG4AcgBlAHMAcABvAG4AcwBpAGIAaQBsAGkAdAB5AC4AbwByAGcA&URL=mailto%3ajoanna%40wagunresponsibility.org
https://www.iasp.info/wspd/index.php
https://www.iasp.info/wspd/index.php
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In association with World Suicide Prevention Day, nine communities are planning walks 
in the following days to draw attention to suicide and suicide prevention. Additionally, 
there will be multiple training events in the days before or after September 10 to 
increase community capacity to recognize signs and symptoms of suicide or to train 
individuals to implement school-based mental wellness curricula.  

Part of the solution for suicide prevention is increasing community awareness about this 
public health problem. Be The Voice for Suicide Prevention – WA is a Facebook page 
designed to disseminate information about suicide prevention. #Did You Know and #Be 
The Voice are Twitter pages where similar information will be posted. 

In 2014, 1,111 Washington state residents died by suicide, an average of more than 
three people each day. Each suicide strongly impacts an estimated 135 people so 
nearly 150,000 people were impacted by those 2014 suicides.  

The number of suicides in the state has increased in four of the last five years on 
record. The 2014 total is an increase of 103 over the 2013 suicide total. Suicide is the 
second leading cause of death for 10-24 year olds in Washington and the 10th leading 
cause of death in the state overall. 

Safe storage and handling of firearms and prescription and other medications can go a 
long way toward reducing suicide in the state. Locking up firearms and storing 
ammunition in a different location than firearms are two strategies that have been 
shown to work. Keeping medications in a locked box is also important. 

 “Suicide accounts for nearly 80% of gun deaths in Washington State, well above the 
national average. Someone who attempts to take their own life with a gun is very 
unlikely to survive. That’s why it’s so important to make sure that people in crisis don’t 
have easy access to firearms. Everyone deserves a second chance. That’s why it’s so 
important that we tackle the challenges of suicide prevention head on,” said Renée 
Hopkins, Executive Director of The Alliance for Gun Responsibility.  

Another key to effective suicide prevention is having people trained to identify suicide 
signs and symptoms and to make referrals to appropriate helping resources when they 
are concerned. Many of the organizations involved in the World Suicide Prevention Day 
promotion effort offer training for community residents. 

About World Suicide Prevention Day 

World Suicide Prevention Day  is an opportunity for all sectors of the community - the 
public, charitable organizations, communities, researchers, clinicians, practitioners, 
politicians and policy makers, volunteers, those bereaved by suicide, other interested 
groups and individuals - to join with the International Association for Suicide Prevention 
(IASP) to focus public attention on the unacceptable burden and costs of suicidal 
behaviors with diverse activities to promote understanding about suicide and highlight 
effective prevention activities. 

Learn more at https://www.iasp.info/wspd/index.php 

http://www.doh.wa.gov/YouandYourFamily/InjuryandViolencePrevention/YouthSuicidePrevention/YouthSuicideFacts
https://www.iasp.info/wspd/index.php
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Partner Info 

* Provides information about making homes safer through proper storage of 
firearms and medicines 

** Provides community-based training about recognizing signs and symptoms of 
suicide 

Participants in the statewide Mental Health Promotion Workgroup 

Department of Early Learning 

DSHS/Division of Behavioral Health and Recovery ** 

Health Care Authority 

Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction 

Washington State Department of Health ** 

Washington State Patrol 

King County *, ** 

Whatcom County *, ** 

Chelan Douglas TOGETHER! *, ** 

Pomeroy Advocates for Community Empowerment *, ** 

CHI Franciscan Health ** 

Group Health 

Alliance for Gun Responsibility * 

American Foundation for Suicide Prevention ** 

Forefront: Innovations in Suicide Prevention *, ** 

Great Minds at Work 

International Association of Suicide Prevention 

Living Works ** 

Many Minds Collaborative 

National Association of Mentally Ill – Eastside 

Youth Suicide Prevention Program *, ** 

 

### 
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Suggested Social Media posts (3 Blogs, several Facebook 
and Twitter post, links to ribbons) 

Blog 1 – Created by Central Washington Comprehensive Mental 
Health 

The Numbers: Teen Depression and Drug Use 

 

Each year, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) 
compiles a report on a variety of behavioral health indicators based off responses 
gathered from the annual National Survey on Drug Use and Health. This report, called 
the Behavioral Health Barometer, offers a look at both the national data and the data for 
each state. It’s a useful tool for looking at overall trends and assessing on what issues 
we need to focus our efforts. 
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In the 2015 Barometer, over 64,000 Washington teenagers aged 12-17 reported having 
experienced a major depressive episode in the previous year—more than 12% of teens 
in this age group. Of those teens, less than half (43.6%) received treatment for their 
depression. Why does this matter? Because depression, especially untreated, is a 
major risk factor for suicide among all age groups. And with rates of suicide increasing 
steadily since the mid-2000s, addressing and treating depression is more important 
than ever. 

Another known risk factor for suicide is the use or abuse of alcohol or other drugs, both 
legal and illegal. The 2015 Barometer found that 11.4% of WA teens aged 12-17 
reported using illicit drugs in the month prior to being surveyed. This works out to 
approximately 60,000 teens who admit to being regular users of illegal drugs. 
Significantly, this number is over 2 percentage points higher than the national average 
of 9.1%. Binge alcohol use, or consuming 5 or more drinks on the same occasion, is 
also a common experience among teens. Over 14% of WA teens reported binge alcohol 
use within the month prior to being surveyed, which is equal to approximately 125,000 
individuals. This number is very similar to the national average for teen binge alcohol 
use. 

While these may seem like high numbers to some people, it’s important to keep 
perspective. Nearly 86% of Washington teens do not consume alcohol in binges, over 
88% of teens are not current users of illicit drugs, and 88% have not experienced a 
major depressive episode. The vast majority of teens make it through adolescence 
safely and healthfully, without anything more serious than the growing pains of being a 
teenager in the 21st century. But for the portion of teenagers who do experience 
significant challenges, it’s important that the adults in their lives recognize and respond 
to these challenges in a helpful, supportive way. The coming blogs and social media 
posts for the next two weeks will focus on what people can do to be encouraging and 
supportive when the teens in their lives may be struggling. 
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Blog 2 – To localize, use your own contact information at the end 
of the blog. Created by Central Washington Comprehensive 
Mental Health 

Why We Teach Youth Mental Health First Aid 

 

Youth Mental Health First Aid is an 8-hour training designed to teach adults about how 
to recognize and respond appropriately to a young person who may be developing or 
experiencing a mental health challenge. First developed in Australia in 2000, Mental 
Health First Aid has been delivered to U.S. audiences since 2007 and is used in 23 
countries around the world. In the U.S. alone, over 500,000 people have been trained in 
this program. 

The Mental Health First Aid program has been evaluated by scientific research in a 
variety of countries, including in the United States. Studies consistently find that the 
training is “associated with improved knowledge of mental illnesses and their 
treatments, knowledge of appropriate first aid strategies, and confidence in providing 
first aid to individuals with mental illness.” Individuals who participate in a MHFA course 
not only learn more about different mental illnesses, but also feel more competent to 
provide support to someone experiencing a challenge. 

Similarly, some studies have also demonstrated a decrease in “stigmatizing attitudes” 
among participants. We know that stigma is one of the biggest barriers people face 
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when considering seeking treatment. It’s what prevents people from recognizing there’s 
a problem and asking for help. Stigma perpetuates misinformation and tells people to be 
ashamed of their experiences. For us, one of the biggest benefits to Mental Health First 
Aid training is the reduction of this harmful stigma around mental illness. 

We strongly encourage parents, teachers, coaches, youth leaders, and anyone who 
regularly works with or serves young people to get trained in Youth Mental Health First 
Aid. One of the key things this training teaches adults is to recognize and take seriously 
any signs that a young person may be struggling. This means both noticing when 
something seems amiss, even if the teen hasn’t mentioned that something is wrong, 
and responding in a supportive and nonjudgmental way. The education provided by 
Youth Mental Health First Aid is an important piece in both stigma reduction and 
encouraging appropriate treatment. We know that when people are better informed 
about mental illness, they’re more likely to respond with empathy and compassion when 
someone they know is struggling. 

If you'd like to attend a Youth Mental Health First Aid training, check our events 
calendar at _______________ or contact ___ at (Phone Number) or (Email address) to 
arrange a training for your group. 
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Blog 3 – To localize, use your own contact information at the end 
of the blog. Created by Central Washington Comprehensive 
Mental Health 

Ask Questions 

  

As I was reading before bed this weekend, in my attempt to get less screen time, I was 
struck by a quote in one of my favorite books, The Little Prince: "Grownups like 
numbers. When you tell them about a new friend they never ask about what really 
matters. They never ask, what does his voice sound like? What games does he like to 
play? [...] They ask how old is he? How many brothers does he have?"  Later on in the 
chapter the author, Antoine De Saint-Exupery, states that "children should be very 
understanding of grow ups." 

I thought about times when the questions I ask the children and teens in my life may 
miss the point of showing that I care. If I ask a question am I willing to listen? Am I 
willing to ask more questions, not about numbers, grades or subjects, but about 
feelings, thoughts, and actions? 

Just a bit about numbers… 

In 2014 the State of Washington completed their Healthy Youth Survey. This survey is 
completed every two years by 6th, 8th, 10th and 12th graders and asks a variety of 
questions ranging from physical health, substance use, school safety, and depression 
and suicidal ideation. 

Surprisingly, the survey does not ask 6th graders about depression and suicidal ideation, 
despite the fact that 27% of 8th graders report depressive symptoms. That is nearly 3 
out of every 10 kids who are in 8th grade! Given this high percentage, we need to ask 
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ourselves what is going on in the years prior to 8th grade, and why aren’t we monitoring 
depression in younger teens? 

According to the research on Adverse Childhood Experiences, having at least one 
caring adult who is willing to be a safe container is one of the most essential resilience 
factors for young people. In the Healthy Youth Survey, 49% of the 8th graders reported 
that they had an adult that they could turn to and talk to for help. For 12th graders, that 
number went up to nearly 57%. One possible explanation for this difference is that 
young people feel more comfortable sharing feelings with adults as they grow older. 
This also leads to the question of what that percentage would be for those 6th graders, 
or even younger. 

Here is my quest to you, reader, whether you are a parent, teacher, aunt, uncle, 
grandparent, or mentor: Take 15 seconds and think about one youth you interact with. 
Right now… Now write on your phone, your notepad by your desk, or even on your 
hand—write one question you will ask the next time you see your youth. 

If you struggle to come up with a creative question, I have a few you can borrow.  

 Who is your best friend? 

 What was something fun that happened today? 

 What is your worst fear? 

 Who is your favorite teacher? 

 Do your friends make you feel good about yourself? 

 What is your favorite color? 

Listen to their answers. Ask another question. Be curious and build on your connection. 
Our youth are more than just numbers and statistics. This challenge asks you to be 
vulnerable with a young person—to be creative and honest. Taking this step can build 
social resilience and ensure that every child and teen has an adult with whom they can 
feel safe, supported, and understood. 

If you want to see the results for the suicide and depression portion of the 2014 WA 
Healthy Youth Survey, click here. 

  

http://files.ctctcdn.com/650b350f401/79e5c513-5f1c-4de2-90d1-7e1c38f03f8a.pdf?ver=1460650902000
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Facebook and Twitter posts 
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American Foundation for Suicide Prevention, https://afsp.org 

  

https://afsp.org/
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Creating a Mental Wellness Infographic for your county 
(Template created by Whatcom County) 

 

1. 
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2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  
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4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.  
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Web Ribbons 

 

International Association of Suicide Prevention (IASP), 
https://www.iasp.info 

 

World Suicide Prevention Day Toolkit (PDF) 

https://iasp.info/wspd/pdf/2016/2016_wspd_toolkit.pdf

https://www.iasp.info/
https://iasp.info/wspd/pdf/2016/2016_wspd_toolkit.pdf
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Brochure about talking about suicide – Localize by inserting your agency logo and contact information on 

Page 2 of the brochure. Created by Whatcom County Family and Community Network 
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Poster 1 - Localize by inserting your agency logo and contact information. 

Created by Whatcom County Family and Community Network 
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Poster 2 - Localize by inserting your agency logo and contact information. 

Created by Whatcom County Family and Community Network. 
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Public Service Announcement – Created by Whatcom County 

Family and Community Network. (Note: this is a good PSA, but it cannot be 

edited to localize it to your location. You could put a tag on the end of the 

message with local contact information.) 

https://vimeo.com/user47365886 

  

https://mobile.wa.gov/owa/redir.aspx?SURL=kY_pfGb6aOofKWkg2Z1WdFo1JIL7qt8wpQGCI1RhZhrHZMrg0M_TCGgAdAB0AHAAcwA6AC8ALwB2AGkAbQBlAG8ALgBjAG8AbQAvAHUAcwBlAHIANAA3ADMANgA1ADgAOAA2AA..&URL=https%3a%2f%2fvimeo.com%2fuser47365886
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Signs and Symptoms of Suicide –  

 

How do you remember the warning signs of suicide? 

Here’s an easy-to-remember mnemonic device: IS PATH WARM? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A person in acute risk for suicidal behavior most often will show: 

Warning Signs of Acute Risk:  

 Threatening to hurt or kill him or herself, or talking of wanting to hurt or kill 
him/herself; and/or,  

 Looking for ways to kill him/herself by seeking access to firearms, available pills, 
or other means; and/or,  

 Talking or writing about death, dying or suicide, when these actions are out of the 
ordinary. 

 These might be remembered as expressed or communicated IDEATION.  
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Additional Warning Signs:  

 Increased SUBSTANCE (alcohol or drug) use  

 No reason for living;  

 no sense of PURPOSE in life  

 ANXIETY,  

 agitation,  

 unable to sleep or sleeping all the time  

 Feeling TRAPPED - like there’s no way out  

 HOPELESSNESS  

 WITHDRAWING from friends, family and society  

 Rage, uncontrolled ANGER,  

 seeking revenge  

 Acting RECKLESS or engaging in risky activities, seemingly without thinking  

 Dramatic MOOD changes 

If observed, seek help as soon as possible by contacting a mental health professional or 
calling 1-800-273-TALK (8255) for a referral. 
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Suggested Actions for Individuals 

 

Forefront: Innovations in Suicide Prevention, 

http://intheforefront.org 

  

http://intheforefront.org/
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Forefront Cares 

Forefront: Innovations in suicide prevention has a program called Forefront Cares. This 
program sends a package to bereaved individuals or families to let them know that there is 
a community that supports them. Each package contains educational materials on grief 
after suicide, as well as comfort items such as a candle and tea.  

Forefront also offers short-term telephone support for those newly bereaved by suicide. 
New loss survivors will be matched with trained volunteers, based on the type of loss 
experienced.  

In order for an individual or family to receive such a package or to request the telephone-
based peer support, please email ffcares@uw.edu or call (206) 291-7279. The package is 
free for those who live within Washington State and who have lost someone to suicide in 
the past year. 
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Youth Suicide Prevention Program, www.yspp.org 

  

http://www.yspp.org/
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Suggested Actions and Resources for Schools 

Youth Suicide Prevention Program, www.yspp.org 

 

 

 

http://www.yspp.org/
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Prevention Education is available through your local 
school district and regional Educational Service 
Districts,  

OSPI’s School Safety Center:  
Youth Suicide Prevention and Intervention Resources  

Model Emotional, Behavioral and Suicide Crisis Plan, 2014 - House Bill 1336, passed 
by the state legislature in April 2013, requires that each Washington school district have 
a plan for how it will handle emotional and behavioral distress, including suicidal 
thinking, behavior, and threats of violence. The attached draft, model Plan will help 
districts and schools develop their own plans to respond quickly and effectively in a 
crisis. 

Preventing Suicide: A Toolkit for High Schools, SAMHSA. The Preventing Suicide: A 
Toolkit for High Schools was funded by the U.S. Substance Abuse and Mental Health 
Services Administration (SAMHSA) to help high schools, school districts, and their 
partners design and implement strategies to prevent suicide and promote behavioral 
health among their students. 

A Journey Toward Health and Hope: Your Handbook for Recovery After a Suicide 
Attempt. The downloadable Handbook guides people through the first steps toward 
recovery and a hopeful future after a suicide attempt.  

Model School District Policy on Suicide Prevention: Model Language, Commentary, and 
Resources: The Trevor Project, in collaboration with the American Foundation for 
Suicide Prevention, the American School Counselor Association, and the National 
Association of School Psychologists, created this model policy development document. 

To Live To See the Great Day that Dawns: Preventing Suicide by American Indian and Alaska 
Native Youth and Young Adults. SPRC describes this as a guide “to support American Indian 
and Alaska Native (AI/AN) communities and those who serve them in developing effective, 
culturally appropriate suicide prevention plans. This guide lays the groundwork for 
comprehensive prevention planning, with prevention broadly defined to include programs that a 
community can use to promote the mental health of its youth.”  

 Access more information at OSPI’s School Safety website: 
http://www.k12.wa.us/safetycenter/YouthSuicide/SuicidePrevention.aspx  

 

  

http://www.k12.wa.us/safetycenter/YouthSuicide/pubdocs/DRAFTModelEmotionalBehavioralSuicideCrisisPlan2014.docx
http://store.samhsa.gov/shin/content/SMA12-4669/SMA12-4669.pdf
http://store.samhsa.gov/product/A-Journey-Toward-Health-and-Hope-Your-Handbook-for-Recovery-After-a-Suicide-Attempt/SMA15-4419
http://store.samhsa.gov/product/A-Journey-Toward-Health-and-Hope-Your-Handbook-for-Recovery-After-a-Suicide-Attempt/SMA15-4419
http://www.thetrevorproject.org/pages/modelschoolpolicy
http://www.thetrevorproject.org/pages/modelschoolpolicy
http://www.sprc.org/library_resources/items/live-see-great-day-dawns-preventing-suicide-american-indian-and-alaska-nativ
http://www.sprc.org/library_resources/items/live-see-great-day-dawns-preventing-suicide-american-indian-and-alaska-nativ
http://www.k12.wa.us/safetycenter/YouthSuicide/SuicidePrevention.aspx
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Mental Health & High School Curriculum Guide 

The Mental Health & High School Curriculum Guide was developed to address the need for 
mental health education for teens. It is designed to provide teacher and student-friendly 
classroom-based resources. Highlights include: 
 

 Aligns well with 2016 Washington State K12 Health and Physical Education 
Learning Standards (Including components of Eating Disorders, Stress Management, 
Emotional and Mental/Behavioral Health, and Wellness)  

 Designed to support teachers and improve students’ knowledge of mental health 

 Intersects with suicide prevention through raising awareness of support strategies  

 Works like a two-week unit on mental health literacy  
 
The Curriculum Resource was developed in collaboration between Dr. Stan Kutcher, Sun Life 
Financial Chair in Adolescent Mental Health and the Canadian Mental Health Association 
national office. Detailed information on the resource and developers can be found at 
www.teenmentalhealth.org  

 Access more information at OSPI’s Project AWARE website: 
http://www.k12.wa.us/SecondaryEducation/AWARE.aspx  

The Youth Suicide Prevention School-Based Guide  

The Youth Suicide Prevention School-Based Guide is designed to provide accurate, user-friendly 
information. The Guide is not a program but a tool that provides a framework for schools to 
assess their existing or proposed suicide prevention efforts. The Guide provides information to 
schools to assist them in the development of a framework to work in partnership with community 
resources and families. 

 Access the Resource here: http://theguide.fmhi.usf.edu/ 

Networks for Life: An Educator’s Role in Youth Suicide 
Prevention 

3-hour training on suicide prevention, intervention, and post-vention in the school setting. 
Designed for use in Washington State, it covers (1) the scope of youth suicide locally; (2) 
risk and protective factors; (3) school policies, procedures, and crisis response plans; (4) 
strategies for creating a preventive culture; (5) signs of depression and suicidal thinking in 
adolescents; (6) a basic 3-step intervention process; (7) local resources; and (8) best 
practices in post-vention and the prevention of suicide contagion. The training emphasizes 
schools’ important and unique role in youth suicide prevention and gives participants 
specific, easy-to-use tools. Discussions, brainstorms, practice scenarios, and opportunities 
to review policies and resources are included. 

Networks for Life evolved from many years of work in the field by Washington's Youth 
Suicide Prevention Program staff, including teachers, social workers, and other experts in 

http://www.teenmentalhealth.org/
http://www.k12.wa.us/SecondaryEducation/AWARE.aspx
http://theguide.fmhi.usf.edu/
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adolescent development. The educator’s version of this training was created in response to 
requests for more integration of one-on-one intervention skills with local resource networks 
and school policies. During the 2012-13 school year, this training was implemented and 
tested through a series of workshops across the state of Washington and edited based on 
input from educators representing 83 school districts. Information was drawn from credible 
sources including the Washington State Department of Health, SAMHSA, and the Best 
Practices Registry for Suicide Prevention. 

 Access the Resource here: Shannon Rauh, M.Ed, Director of 
Training, Youth Suicide Prevention Program, (206) 297-5922 Ext. 1, 
shannon@yspp.org  

safeTALK  (Suicide Alertness for Everyone) 

We're celebrating 10 years of safeTALK training! Learn more and get involved at 
our anniversary event page! 

safeTALK is a half-day alertness training that prepares anyone over the age of 15, 
regardless of prior experience or training, to become a suicide-alert helper. Most people 
with thoughts of suicide don’t truly want to die, but are struggling with the pain in their 
lives. Through their words and actions, they invite help to stay alive. safeTALK-trained 
helpers can recognize these invitations and take action by connecting them with life-
saving intervention resources, such as caregivers trained in ASIST. 

Since its development in 2006, safeTALK has been used in over 20 countries around 
the world, and more than 200 selectable video vignettes have been produced to tailor 
the program’s audio-visual component for diverse audiences. safeTALK-trained helpers 
are an important part of suicide-safer communities, working alongside intervention 
resources to identify and avert suicide risks. 

Training features: 

 Presentations and guidance from a LivingWorks registered trainer 
 Access to support from a local community resource person 
 Powerful audiovisual learning aids 
 The simple yet effective TALK steps: Tell, Ask, Listen, and KeepSafe 
 Hands-on skills practice and development 

safeTALK helps expand the reach of suicide intervention skills in communities around 
the world. Watch this video from the Ontario Hockey Association, one of the many 
organizations that has implemented safeTALK, or click the links below to participate in 
or support this life-saving program.  

 Access the Resource here: safetalk@livingworks.net 
 

mailto:shannon@yspp.org
https://www.livingworks.net/safetalk10years/
mailto:safetalk@livingworks.net
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Suggested Actions for Law Enforcement 
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Suicide Prevention Resource Center, http://www.sprc.org 

http://www.sprc.org/
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Suggested Actions for Health Care Providers 

Primary Care:  A Crucial Setting for Suicide Prevention 

Jerry Reed, PhD, MSW, Director, Suicide Prevention Resource Center 

Up to 45% of individuals who die by suicide have visited their primary care 
physician within a month of their death; additional research suggests that up to 67% of 
those who attempt suicide receive medical attention as a result of their attempt. 
Given these statistics, primary care has enormous potential to prevent suicides and 
connect people to needed specialty care — especially when they collaborate or formally 
partner with behavioral healthcare providers. 

By integrating primary and behavioral care, healthcare professionals can poise their 
practices for focused and effective suicide prevention efforts. Integrated healthcare 
providers tend to have strong relationships with their communities, helping them to 
combat social views around suicide that dissuade people from seeking the treatments 
and supports that could prevent tragic results. They communicate and collaborate on 
individuals’ care regularly and share health information electronically, enabling them to 
identify individuals at risk of suicide who are not actively seeking mental health 
treatment and to provide the care so desperately needed. Ultimately, through true 
collaboration, these integrated healthcare providers can reduce overall suicide rates. 

Primary care physicians are increasingly asked to screen for a variety of health 
conditions, but often lack the capacity to take these screenings on or know where to 
make appropriate referrals for those who screen positive. However, there are brief 
screening tools for suicide and other mental health issues that people can complete 
while in waiting areas that providers then review to identifying in advance those who 
may be at-risk and need additional time. These are easily implemented and 
operationalized. The burden needn’t fall directly on the shoulders of physicians either, 
as nurse educators, nurse practitioners, or other health professionals can take on the 
task of screening individuals for depression, suicide, and mental and substance use 
disorders. 

Furthermore, there are tools available for practitioners looking to enhance their suicide 
screening efforts that can help them establish protocols to identify those at risk and 
needing referrals to appropriate care. For example, the Suicide Prevention Toolkit for 
Rural Primary Care is a free resource containing tools and protocols for the whole 
practice. Implementing such protocols reduces the burden on primary care practices 
and increases the numbers of people identified and helped. Collaboration with 
behavioral health providers helps establish a climate of prevention, and reduces the 
anxiety and burden of dealing with individuals requiring intervention.  

 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12042175
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12042175
http://www.samhsa.gov/data/NSDUH/2k10MH_Findings/2k10MHResults.htm#2.3
http://www.samhsa.gov/data/NSDUH/2k10MH_Findings/2k10MHResults.htm#2.3
http://www.sprc.org/for-providers/primary-care-tool-kit?sid=508
http://www.sprc.org/for-providers/primary-care-tool-kit?sid=508
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Recognizing the need to reach beyond the traditional boundaries of behavioral 
healthcare to address suicide, the U.S. Surgeon General and the National Action 
Alliance for Suicide Prevention called for new efforts to establish suicide prevention 
standards and practices in and across key health care system settings such as primary 
care, in the revised National Strategy for Suicide Prevention, released  in 2012.   

Jerry Reed, PhD, MSW, is the Director of the Suicide Prevention Resource Center, the 
nation’s only federally supported resource center devoted to advancing the National 
Strategy for Suicide Prevention. We provide technical assistance, training, and 
materials to increase the knowledge and expertise of suicide prevention practitioners 
and other professionals serving people at risk for suicide. We also promote 
collaboration among a variety of organizations that play a role in developing the field of 
suicide prevention. 

Quick Tips 

Suicide Warning Signs 

The number one thing that any healthcare professional can do to prevent suicide is to 
know the warnings signs. All integrated care staff may find the following list of warning 
signs useful in identifying a person who by be at acute (immediate, severe) risk of taking 
their own life. 

A person at acute risk of suicidal behavior will often show warning signs such as: 

 Threatening to hurt or kill oneself, or talking of wanting to hurt or kill him/herself 

 Looking for ways to kill oneself by seeking access to firearms, available pills, or 
other means 

 Talking or writing about death, dying or suicide, when these actions are out of the 
ordinary 

A person may also shows addition signs such as:  

 Increased alcohol or drug use 
 No reason for living; no sense of purpose in life 
 Anxiety, agitation, unable to sleep, or sleeping all the time 
 Feeling trapped- like there’s no way out 
 Hopelessness 
 Withdrawal from friends, family, and society 
 Rage, uncontrolled anger, seeking revenge 
 Acting reckless or engaging in risky activities, seemingly without thinking 
 Dramatic mood changes, including sudden elevation in mood 

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration 
(SAMHSA), http://www.integration.samhsa.gov/about-
us/esolutions-newsletter/suicide-prevention-in-primary-care 

http://www.surgeongeneral.gov/library/reports/national-strategy-suicide-prevention/full_report-rev.pdf
http://www.surgeongeneral.gov/library/reports/national-strategy-suicide-prevention/full_report-rev.pdf
http://www.surgeongeneral.gov/library/reports/national-strategy-suicide-prevention/full_report-rev.pdf
http://www.integration.samhsa.gov/about-us/esolutions-newsletter/suicide-prevention-in-primary-care
http://www.integration.samhsa.gov/about-us/esolutions-newsletter/suicide-prevention-in-primary-care
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Dear health care providers, 

We invite you to save a life.  September is suicide prevention month and healthcare 
providers have a unique opportunity to make an important impact.  Last year, 1,170 
people in Washington State died from suicide and more than one in five 10th graders 
thought seriously about killing themselves.  We know that asking someone if they are 
considering suicide does not increase the likelihood of suicidal behavior and increases 
the chance that the person gets help. September is “Suicide Prevention Month” and 
we’re asking people in our state to talk to those who may be at risk. You can help by: 

1) Screening 
everyone that you 
meet for 
depression 
symptoms and 
suicidal thoughts 
and behavior.  
This can be part 
of the series of 
question asked of 
every patient 
along with other 
questions about 
health risk factors. 

2) Download the 
Suicide Safe 
smart 
phone/tablet app 
from SAMHSA 
(Substance 
Abuse and Mental 
Health Services 
Administration) at http://store.samhsa.gov/product/SAMHSA-Suicide-Safe-Mobile-
App/PEP15-SAFEAPP1 . This app is free and available for Android or Apple. 

Our state has a Suicide Prevention Plan that is staffed by people from state agencies, 
non-profit groups, and other people. If you have questions, please contact me. 

Scott Waller 
Prevention Systems Integration Manager  
(360) 725-3782 
scott.waller@dshs.wa.gov 

  

http://www.doh.wa.gov/ForPublicHealthandHealthcareProviders/HealthcareProfessionsandFacilities/SuicidePrevention/TrainingRequirements
http://store.samhsa.gov/product/SAMHSA-Suicide-Safe-Mobile-App/PEP15-SAFEAPP1
http://store.samhsa.gov/product/SAMHSA-Suicide-Safe-Mobile-App/PEP15-SAFEAPP1
http://www.doh.wa.gov/Portals/1/Documents/Pubs/631-058-SuicidePrevPlan.pdf
mailto:scott.waller@dshs.wa.gov
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List of Statewide Events to promote World Suicide 
Prevention Day 

Suicide Risk Recognition Workshop – Seattle 

Learn how to recognize when a friend, family member, or co-worker is at risk for suicide, 

and what you can say and do to help. Forefront: Innovations in Suicide Prevention 

(www.intheforefront.org) believes that everyone has a role to play in suicide prevention. 

In this spirit, this 2-hour workshop is free and open to all.  

The training will provide you with skills in recognizing and responding to suicide risk, 
though it will not qualify you as a mental health professional. There will be opportunities 
to ask questions, practice some skills, and gain confidence in helping others. Come be 
part of a worldwide effort to build awareness, break stigma, and learn tools that can help 
prevent suicide. 

WHERE:  
University of Washington, School of Social Work Building Room 305 A/B 
http://socialwork.uw.edu/about/visit-us 
4101 15TH AVE NE 
Seattle, WA 98105 

WHEN:  
World Suicide Prevention Day, Saturday, September 10th, 2016, 10 AM - 12 PM 

There is no cost to attend, however space is limited and registration will be on a first-
come, first-served basis: REGISTER TODAY! 

Light snacks and refreshments will be offered. 

Light a Candle Near a Window on September 10, 2016 at 8 
PM. 

Show your support for suicide prevention and survivors of suicide or to remember a lost 
loved one. On this page, you can download e-cards or postcards in over 50 languages. 

Official World Suicide Prevention Day Facebook Event Page 

Join people from all over the world who are supporting World Suicide Prevention Day. 

Unite with survivors of suicide, volunteers, and practitioners worldwide who work to 

alleviate suffering through evidence-based research and practices. 

Participate in Cycle Around the Globe. 

This is a worldwide initiative to save lives by raising awareness about mental health 

issues and suicidal behavior and thinking. 

https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.intheforefront.org&sa=D&ust=1472452621038000&usg=AFQjCNEGSTlA9wehdB3spHRiqLnCGR591w
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://socialwork.uw.edu/about/visit-us&sa=D&ust=1472452621038000&usg=AFQjCNH_pwlCS98tCrlQbAnkr--ov3-XmA
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSenYxyLLOR_-Fdipj7eoCJSY2hK0L4pX2XjAsmyEreuBFXxIA/viewform?c=0&w=1
https://www.iasp.info/wspd/light_a_candle_on_wspd_at_8PM.php
https://www.iasp.info/wspd/light_a_candle_on_wspd_at_8PM.php
https://www.facebook.com/events/1054474904622617/
https://www.iasp.info/wspd/cycle_around_the_globe.php
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Out of The Darkness Community Walks 

Date City Location Contact Information 

September 17, 2016 Poulsbo, 
WA 

Frank Raab Park - 18349 
Caldart Ave NE - Poulsbo, 
WA 

Jackie Briere 
(360) 990-6256  
jmbriere@gmail.com 

September 17, 2016 Spokane, 
WA 

Riverfront Park @ North 
Bank Shelter - Spokane, 
WA 

Dorie Morris 
(509) 280-9351  

dorieasfp@yahoo.com 

September 24, 2016 Olympia 
WA 

Marathon Park - Olympia, 
WA 

Eileen Bochsler 
(360) 870-9466 
eileen.bochsler@gmail.com 

September 24, 2016 Kennewick, 
WA 

Outback Steak House 
restaurant parking lot, 
Canal Drive, Kennewick 

Mark Lee 
(509) 987-5664 
Mark@yspp.org 

October 2, 2016 Wenatchee
, WA 

Walla Walla Point Park 
Pavillion - Wenatchee, WA 

Grace Finch 
(206) 459-7617 
Washington@afsp.org 

October 8, 2016 Tacoma, 
WA 

Wright Park - 501 South I 
Street - Tacoma, WA 

Jesse Pasquan 
(253) 212-8122  
the.jpasquan@gmail.com 

October 9, 2016 Aberdeen, 
WA 

Morrison Riverfront Park - 
Aberdeen, WA 

Krista Harper 
(360) 581-8909  
kharper620@gmail.com 

October 15, 2016 Everett, 
WA 

Legion Park - 145 Alverson 
Blvd - Everett, WA 

Rena Fitzgerald & Denise 
Bathurst 
(425) 212-5312  
rfitzgerald@voaww.org 

October 23, 2016 Seattle, 
WA 

Fisher Pavilion - 305 
Harrison St - Seattle, WA 

Heather Jameson 
(425) 232-3961  
jameson1136@gmail.com 

 
  

http://afsp.donordrive.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=donorDrive.event&eventID=3814
http://afsp.donordrive.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=donorDrive.event&eventID=3814
http://afsp.donordrive.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=donorDrive.event&eventID=3814
http://afsp.donordrive.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=donorDrive.event&eventID=3933
http://afsp.donordrive.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=donorDrive.event&eventID=3933
http://afsp.donordrive.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=donorDrive.event&eventID=3933
http://afsp.donordrive.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=donorDrive.event&eventID=3986
http://afsp.donordrive.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=donorDrive.event&eventID=3986
mailto:Mark@yspp.org
http://afsp.donordrive.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=donorDrive.event&eventID=4007
http://afsp.donordrive.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=donorDrive.event&eventID=4007
http://afsp.donordrive.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=donorDrive.event&eventID=3813
http://afsp.donordrive.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=donorDrive.event&eventID=3813
http://afsp.donordrive.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=donorDrive.event&eventID=4347
http://afsp.donordrive.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=donorDrive.event&eventID=4347
http://afsp.donordrive.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=donorDrive.event&eventID=4145
http://afsp.donordrive.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=donorDrive.event&eventID=4145
http://afsp.donordrive.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=donorDrive.event&eventID=3913
http://afsp.donordrive.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=donorDrive.event&eventID=3913
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Suicide Hotline graphic 
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Guidelines for journalists 
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ReportingOnSuicide.org, http://reportingonsuicide.org 


